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Read about the
multiple reasons
for the startling
truth in 2018:
Digital Marketing Agents
are making wildly higher
and more reliable net
profits than folks who are
focusing on being
“Influencers” or “Gurus”

OMG co-founder Greg Morrison, with his wife Marisa.

The #1 Disruptive shift of 2018:
Influencer (or Guru or Star) vs.
Skilled Digital Marketing Agent

or “Stars.”

How things have tipped in 2018: why you should think and
act like an agent instead of an influencer

See how OMG’s Digital

From the desk of Mike Long, and David Mills:

Marketing Agent
coaching program
massive and reliable
advantage has, shocking
but true, led to over 1000
successful agents!

Plus… the Elephant in the
Room remains [revealed
inside].
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From David Mills and Mike Long,

1: A counter-intuitive truth:
Let’s start by defining what we mean by two diﬀerent terms: agent, and influencer.
An agent, online, is somebody who can reliably and skillfully duplicate some critical aspect of
online business, such as getting targeted traﬃc to a website.. Without much fanfare, they
proceed to do just that, making a lot of quiet profit either consulting, joint venturing, or as a
solo-preneur. Because they make money by doing rather than talking, they don’t make the
“news,” much like successful airplane flights don’t make the news.
An influencer, similar to a guru or star, talks about what they have done in the past and focuses
on the appearance of success.. Their metrics focus on everything but actual net profit, such as
their number of followers, likes, where they have spoken or traveled, gross profit numbers, etc.
Because they focus on people noticing then and assigning them high status, they do make the
“news.” Ironically, most everybody thinks that they want to be an influencer, since that is
synonymous with success.
Being “insiders” in the world of online marketing for almost two decades now, we’ve been in
contact (often close and ongoing contact) with well over 1000 people who are on their way up,
down, or sideways in the online marketing world. And there is a critical trend that has recently
become very clear, having to do with your choice to focus on being more of an influencer/guru/
star vs. being a skilled agent (who then might do consulting, or joint ventures, or just use their
skill as a solopreneur).
We’ve met, and in many cases know very well, more than 1000 people who we can call “Digital
Marketing Agents” (DMAs). The vast majority of them are making tons of net profit, $10,000+/
month and up, in many cases, and with very low expenses, risk, and upfront investing.
How about influencers? We know hundreds of them, behind the scenes, and so very few are
making any money at all! Those that do, their net profit is so often much less than people
imagine. We see people start as agents, do very well, shift to trying to be influencers, their
income crashes to a halt (after a large investment of time and money to boost their perceived
success), and they hardly even realize what they did wrong!
People are so unaware of this counterintuitive truth! The reality is overwhelmingly in one
direction (agents are profiting, influencers are not), and the perception is overwhelmingly in the
other direction (everybody wants to be an influencer and thinks that will increase their income).
The choice to be an influencer vs. the choice to focus on being an agent can be compared to the
choice to be like a hunter/gatherer, vs. the choice to be a skilled agricultural farmer. Success as
a hunter/gatherer is based mostly on being energetic and having very specialized skill in spotting
sources of food already growing. Success as a skilled agriculturist, which yields a massively higher
bounty, is based on a fuller and more comprehensive skill set.
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You focus on how to cultivate and develop, rather than just trying to chase after and pick plants
and game out in the wild.
Just like with hunter/gathering in pre-agricultural times, guru/influencers have to expend vast
amounts of energy looking successful and interesting constantly, even flying all over the world to
meet people and to make interesting images and videos. And there is a ton of competition, and
the higher the population that is competing, the worse oﬀ you are.
A skilled agriculturist, by contrast, doesn’t actually have competition in nearly the same way.
They have their plot of land, and at that point, it is their skill that produces their yield (profit).
Sure, on a macroeconomic scale, if there are more potatoes, they might sell for a bit less. But
that is a minimal eﬀect. The overall yield from agriculture is thousands of times that of hunter/
gathering.
Another meme that parallels this overall shift, agent vs. influencer, is focusing on winning vs.
rhetoric about fighting. An agent focuses on actually winning and getting results (past just
numbers of followers and likes and approval by existing gurus), whereas, a guru tends to use
language like, “I’m fighting for you,” and likes to talk about their metrics that are disconnected
from actual net profit, such as gross numbers, number of followers or views, endorsements, name
dropping, etc.
You can see this mirrored in politics. Politicians, like gurus and influencers, focus on optics
divorced from real results, so they push the idea that they are fighting. Instead, an agent is
about getting results and winning, and that is reflected in their winning-focused language.
Next: how do Digital Marketing Agents monetize their skills, how does OMGMachines give
agents an unstoppable and reliable advantage so that they win… plus why winning Google SEO
(SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization - and it refers to the free organic listings in Google) is still the
Elephant in the Room.
The way agents become wealthy is theyI focus on Return on Investment - ROI - and refuse to
get bamboozled by fuzzy math. As Tai Lopez said when he first started talking about OMG “nobody wants to be a sucker.”
But, he went on with the second half of that idea: “don’t be a cynic either.”

2: The Elephant in the Room:
OMG’ers, armed with this free traffic firepower from Google SEO, started sharing back one
earnings report after the next after the next. They started coming in so fast that Mike Long
created the poweredbyOMG Instagram channel just to post them all in one place.
We got to see first hand the results for Google SEO clients. For example, one client, Kathryn,
with a ServPro water/fire damage restoration business. I say “had” because Kathryn’s business
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went from struggling, even contemplating lay-oﬀs, to Kathryn being able to sell it for a million
dollars! And the huge swing was from SEO.
We have another client, a personal trainer, Darren, who went from struggling to get a single new
client, to now where he’s approaching $30,000 per month, and he’s even opening up a 2nd gym
with the profits! That’s what I call win win win, because it’s abundant, and everybody involved
wins out.
We have for you a special Elephant in the Room webinar, introduced by Bob Proctor, from the
New York Times bestseller “The Secret” and featuring Greg Morrison, and another of our
partners now on OMG, Stephen Floyd. A big reveal in that webinar is return on investment
from Google SEO.
Greg Morrison has an amazing story. He was waking at 4 in the morning to work as a casino
operator. Then one day he found out that he was going to be a father, and it ignited a volcano of
motivation. Greg started spending every extra minute he had, with a clear vision of building a
future he could be proud of.
Greg was a part of a small SEO community that Mike and I founded, and in the forum for that
business we got to enjoy Greg’s rise powered by Google SEO. In the next year the investment
Greg made, and all the times he ignored phone calls and text messages to come out for “just 1
beer” added up to over a staggering million dollars in profit!
Greg spread his expertise in our little underground group, pulling knowledge from his almost
1000 websites, posting hundreds of times in our forum, guiding people, encouraging them, and
even making step by step, over the shoulder videos to explain how to use software! That was my
idea of what an SEO “player coach” should look like!
In the Elephant in the Room webinar Greg showed how he cuts through the BS that’s out there
on how to harness Google for firing free traﬃc to websites and web properties.
Next you’ll meet Stephen Floyd, a retired Army Ranger, who’s been a digital marketing agent for
14-years!
Stephen applied that same discipline and caring, which allowed him to rise through the ranks of
infantrymen into the special operations teams that surgically get massive results during crisis, to
ROI for himself and for his clients.
He also partnered on four diﬀerent ecommerce sites, each with struggling product owners, and
now each incredibly successful!
Stephen’s part of the webinar is to really connect the dots for you on where the ROI is coming
from, and why the profits are so big, while everybody is winning.
Mike likes to say the day Stephen joined our OMG player coaching team is also they day people
stopped slipping through the cracks. We were already tremendously successful with members,
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but Stephen’s “leave no man or woman behind” mentality he developed in the service has been a
huge boon to OMG’ers.

3: An overwhelming advantage:
Stephen’s calling card is detailed A-to-Z instruction, with absolutely nothing left out. He gets
people from bare bones beginner, to a strong competent OMG SEO powered Digital Marketing
Agent. OMG’ers go through Stephen’s 90-day system and they never see the world the same.
Greg gets OMG’ers from strong competent SEO powered Digital Marketing Agent, to quickly
becoming a force to be reckoned with, where you have the “hitting power” equal to, or even
far greater than, what the biggest ad agencies can do for clients.
That “hitting power” is an overwhelming advantage, and allows OMG’ers to out-compete even
the big boys - whether for clients, or as a joint venture partner, or solopreneur - like OMG’ers
with wildly successful ecommerce stores powered by free organic Google traﬃc.
I, led a powerful webinar, which I mentioned earlier, that we call the Elephant in the Room
webinar of the century. To celebrate opening our new season of OMG here in 2018, after months
closed, we’re sharing a special encore replay of the Elephant in the Room webinar.
Here's your link to sign up for the Elephant in the Room encore webinar replay Tuesday, July
24th, at 8 PM Eastern, 5 Pacific:

Here's the link to sign up for Tuesday's encore
replay of the Elephant In The Room webinar!
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But wait! There’s more!
We led oﬀ the Elephant in the Room webinar
with two empowering stories from OMG’ers, in
the trenches changing their stars, using our
overwhelming advantage. We’ll leave those two
stories for the webinar, but we thought we’d
include two more here in the white paper, that
you can read, to help introduce what life is like
for OMG’ers.
First I’ll tell you about Bolton Alford, from Dallas
who joined OMG while still in college. Bolton
looked around and saw where that was going:
nowhere good. So he joined OMG because he
wanted a power skill set to become a Digital
Marketing Agent.
One of Bolton’s favorite things was taking part in
our community and interacting virtually with
OMG’ers in our “city on a hill” community, as we like to say it. Bolton focused on his training,
both learning the ins and outs of SEO and digital marketing, and David’s success blueprint, Law
of Implication. It was a proud day when Bolton drove oﬀ the lot in a new BMW with Digital
Marketing agent profits - totally blowing his father’s mind!
Next there’s Luke Gray. Luke dropped out of
college because of a bad vibes he felt, as he
watched his student loan debt soar, while those
graduating ahead of him were struggling to get
good jobs.
After trying a few diﬀerent online marketing and
ecommerce courses, Luke was feeling frustrated
when he couldn’t get results.
When he saw OMG it sparked something special
for Luke. His favorite thing we liked to say is “In
life you build, or you beg. Build something
great for yourself, or beg for jobs, raises, vacation
time, and not to get fired.”
Well Luke poured heart and soul, just like Bolton
he learned SEO and digital marketing, and also
just like Bolton, Luke focused on David’s Law of
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Implication and especially David’s Alchemy.
When Luke picked out his brand new Audi, he drove to a tattoo shop and put build on his wrist,
a constant reminder!
Luke now makes close to $10,000 per week.
Bolton is in the same ballpark!
How are we able to deliver such an
overwhelming advantage so reliably?
There’s two forces that make OMG genuinely
awesome - over and above that we were wise/
lucky enough to focus in on excellence with
Google SEO fueled Digital Marketing Agent
skills, at this exciting time of ascension.
The first force is the way we take beginners,
like Bolton and Luke, and help them go
absolutely all the way from brand new with
zero skills, to mastery level. The second force
is the way we are THE place to call HOME
for digital marketing agents - both those who
started with OMG, and those who found
their way, so far, without us.
Our method for making it possible to be THE place for beginners, and at the same time THE
home for people ready to scale to the next level, is what we call our Anchored Mastermind.
The idea with a mastermind from Napoleon Hills’ days was that you’d find these great minds and
put them together in harmony. But beginners don’t have that opportunity.
And even those who can aﬀord a mastermind - these days $25,000 is the typical starting price tag
- usually the primary value you’re oﬀered, is association with others able paying the same.
$25,000 is a tough lift for a beginner. And even if a beginner joins a $25,000 mastermind, they
often don’t have enough “going for them” to really make full use of the mastermind. Concepts
will tend to fly over their heads, and they don’t have the skills to command a seat at the table for
potentially lucrative joint venture partnerships.
Ironically even for an expert, in one of these $25,000+ masterminds, it’s almost entirely up to
chance if you’re really going to run into other members with success, telling you about something
highly lucrative, reliable and duplicatable, AND who’s caring enough to connect all the dots for
you, and take you step by step, with hand holding. Very rare indeed.
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With OMG, from the very beginning we’ve anchored our mastermind, first with Greg, then
with others like Stephen. People who are highly successful, doing reliable duplicatable SEO, and
caring enough to connect every dot and answer every question.
Yes, of course, like a traditional mastermind, our other members are wellsprings of information,
and inspiration, for one another. But they aren’t the primary source, by far - for that we draw
from our incredible OMG player coaches.

Clockwise from upper left Stephen Floyd (1), Greg Morrison (2), Joshua “Fletch” Fletcher (3),
Mike Long (4), Liz Herrera (5), Joe Marfoglio (6), Jayme Washington (7) and David Mills (8).
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Each of these people are 7-figure earners, yet none were born with silver spoons. In fact each of
us had times of great financial burden and struggle, when things looked really bad. So we know
what it’s like to be out there trying to change your stars!
At OMG Live Mike asks for a show of hands as to who’s making big money with OMG. It’s the
biggest risk in the online marketing world and I don’t know of anybody else who does anything
like it. We set this page up to share some of the absolutely mind blowing response we’ve gotten,
again and again, like clockwork! I don’t know anybody who has watched and wasn’t blown away.
The amazing success of our Digital Marketing Agent members, is why we’re celebrating OMG
Week, this week, as we open up our incredible OMG Digital Marketing Agent program, for the
first time in months, for a brand new season. Here’s the link to sign up for Tuesday’s webinar:

Here's the link to sign up for Tuesday's encore
replay of the Elephant In The Room webinar!
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